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Picking a color for a wedding can be a tough decision for the couples to make since many aspects
should be taken into consideration. Will they go well with the tone of the wedding, will they make the
wedding venue more adorable, will they convey the feeling of the couples in a right way, etc.

Brown

Brown is invariably considered as a down-to-earth color which can be both calming and stimulating.
Pair brown with a bright pink or blue is not only pleasing to the eye, but can actually stimulate the
appetite. You could also try some other combination if youâ€™d like to. Anyway, brown is invariably
known as a great fall color.

Blue

The exact shade of blue always has many different meanings which suit various wedding occasions.
Robin's egg blue is soft and delicate while royal blue is bright and strong. As a cool color, blue is
said to be calming and elegant. Imagine a sky blue or ocean blue on your blue wedding invitations
for a breezy and soothing look and the impression the guests will be wearing when they get the
cards.

Red

Regarding as the symbol of passion and romance, red never fails to attract peopleâ€™s attention in the
wedding planning. Choosing a red invitation hence naturally becomes a great choice for many
people. They can also make different impression by employing distinct shade. Rose red is
passionate; pink red is cute and adorable. You can choose the right red according to your exact
need.

Orange

The time we are talking about warm colors to shine the wedding, orange seems to be a must choice
for the touches they add that makes the difference. In fact, orange is always a desirable color for the
invitation cards if you are giving a warm sweet garden wedding. Just like brown, yellow is also a
great hue for autumn weddings.

Green

When it comes to green, it has long been thought as the symbol for nature and hence adding green
in the invitation will always gain you great appreciation. It can be visualized as flowers, green trees
or simply as background. For those who aim to throwing a eco-friendly wedding, green is
undoubtedly the first choice in that they invariably make great impression.

Purple

Working as the color of royalty, purple is a perfect color for the wedding invites if you are still has
doubts having an elegant wedding. Purple is a great combination of red and blue which is said to
have evoking passion. Anyway, soft purple lavender will definitely make a great difference of your
wedding day. 
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Black and white

Black and white has been a fabulous color choice for many years and they say best about love and
purity. They go well with almost any styles, be it causal or formal. If you worry about having a
successful wedding, you really should not bother worry that. They will make a fabulous wedding if
not surprise the guests.

Regardless of what actually the color you eventually choose for the big day, one thing is for sure
that you definitely will choose the color that suits your wedding arrangement which is the part that
really matters. Having a happy memorable wedding is the most priority and simply follows your
heart you will get an answer what color to choose. Read more on http://blog.austylishinvitations.com/
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Morgan - About Author:
Morgan is the supervisor of the wedding blog and she is rather familiar about a funny wedding
invitations and many useful tips and information regarding all aspects of wedding will be offered in
the blog. You can have better understanding about a  wedding invitations by reading more of her
articles.
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